
Special Report 
 

Is “Connections for Life” Still Alive? 
An Investigative Series on the use of the CoB’s Budget 

 
 
This Special Report examines recently uncovered forms that indicate that the 
“Connections for Life” program that was developed by former Director of Graduate 
Programs and current Professor of Management Stephen Bushardt may still be around, 
and that Bushardt may still benefit from it.  Readers of usmpride.com will recall the 
details of Bushardt’s “Connections for Life” program from earlier reports on this website.  
The excerpt below, from the Spring 2001 issue of Joint Venture, explains a little about 
the development of “Connections for Life” in the CoB: 
                                                                                       

                      
 
Investigators at usmpride.com discovered additional information about Bushardt’s 
involvement with “Connections for Life,” even as late as May of 2006.  The exhibit 
below is the top portion of a “Multiple Trip Mileage Report” filed by Bushardt at the end 
of Spring semester of 2006: 
 

   
 
This report contained a number of trips from Hattiesburg to Jackson County and Stennis, 
presumably to teach a course.  The insert below shows the totals in mileage 
reimbursement that Bushardt filed for in May of 2006: 
 



 
 
Near the bottom of the table above, an entry for mileage (154 miles) to Biloxi in order to 
attend an “Ettiquette Dinner.”  That trip (@ $0.445/mile) cost the CoB almost $70 (see 
below). 
 

 
 
Investigators at usmpride.com are attempting to locate paperwork that indicates whether 
or not Bushardt was reimbursed for the dinner itself.  If so, then the cost to the CoB will 
be higher, perhaps over $100.  We are also attempting to discover whether or not other 
CoB faculty, such as Barry Babin (Chair/Professor of Marketing) or George Carter 
(Chair/Professor of Economics), are filing reimbursement forms for activities associated 
with Bushardt’s “Connections for Life.”  These faculty have been part of the program in 
the past, serving as “wine aficionados” (see photo below). 
 

 


